The ultimate luminosity performance of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) depends on the field quality in the large aperture (130 mm) superconducting quadrupoles in the interaction regions1i2. In this paper we discuss the design features that are incorporated to obtain a good field quality. Coil midplane gap and pole shims may be adjusted to remove certain field harmonics due to systematic errors in construction. Iron tuning shims will be inserted at eight strategic locations in the assembled magnets to correct the measured values of harmonics in each magnet. The performance of two prototype magnets and upgrades under consideration will be discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
A total of seventy two 130 mm aperture quadrupoles will be used in 24 focusing triplets in six interaction regions. The parameters of these quadrupoles ( Q l , Q2 and Q3) are shown in table 1. The beam will be squeezed to the smallest possible size (P*=l) a t the crossing point in the two low-beta interaction regions to obtain the highest possible luminosity. An unavoidable consequence of that squeezing is the increase in the beam size in these quadrupoles. Moreover, a rapid variation in the beam size within the focusing triplet limits the effectiveness of the local and lumped global corrector system2. Therefore, good field quality large aperture quadrupoles in the interaction regions are crucial to beam life during the high luminosity operation of RHIC. Since the maximum luminosity is desired at the top energy, the field errors will be minimized at the maximum operating gradient.
In quadrupoles, the skew ( U ; ) and normal (b:) field harmonics in prime units are defined as follows :
where B, and By are the field components at (x,y), G is the gradient at the center of the quadrupole and R is the reference radius, chosen as 40 mm for these magnets.
BASIC CONSTRUCTION
In the design of these quadrupoles, the yoke also acts as a collar. A 6.35 mm thick stainless steel shell is welded after the collaring keys are inserted in the compressed yoke. The space between the coil and yoke is taken by a thin glass filled phenolic spacer. The magnet contains constant perimeter ends in which the turns are uniformly distributed. The two Q1 quadrupoles of the inner and outer rings will share a common cryostat.
*Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy. The quadrupole cross section is shown in Fig 1. The :oil has a total of 27 turns per octant in three blocks. The coil midplane gap has been increased from a minimum 0.1 mm to 0.2 mm in the iterated cross section. Any change in coil size in production magnets will be accommodated by changing the midplane gap by about 40% of that amount and the pole shim by about 60%. This would result in the same pre-compression and the same b;. In addition, a variation in midplane gap and a variation in pole shim size provides a simple but powerful tool for tuning the field harmonics in production magnets without changing the basic coil cross section.
In cosine 0 magnets, the iron aperture is circular. However, in order to reduce b; saturation we have designed a yoke where the aperture is defined by two radii -87 mm at the midplane and 92 mm at the pole. This has been very effective in reducing the b; saturation from 15 to 1 unit. It forces an early saturation at the yoke midplane and delays/reduces at the pole.
There is a phenolic spacer between the coil outer diameter and yoke inner diameter having a width of 10 mm at the midplane and 15 mm at the pole. However, there are eight places where there is a -7"
wide space between the spacer and the yoke. These spaces will be used for accommodating the magnetic tuning shims, as shown in Fig. 1 . The other holes and cutouts in the yoke have been placed such that the symmetry breaking harmonics are less than 0.1 unit in the design range of operation. The cross talk induced harmonics (by the quadrupole in the other ring) are also less than 0.1 unit. The random errors in harmonics are primarily determined by the limits in the accuracy of the parts and the process used in manufacturing the superconducting magnets. To overcome these limitations, we have developed a method of shimming. The basic principle of this is to insert the iron shims in the eight suitable locations between the phenolic spacer outer radius and the yoke inner radius to reduce the measured harmonics. The approximate angular location of shim No. 1 is 30°, No. 2 is 60°, No. 3 is 120°, etc., as shown in Fig. 1 . Since the harmonics will be corrected magnet by magnet, the method will also reduce any systematic value, if present.
Methods based on the same general principle have been used before in conventional magnets. It is more complicated in superconducting magnets because (a) there is usually no access to the iron aperture and (b) when the magnet is opened and assembled again the harmonics are not reproduced at the desired level. However, the design of the RHIC large aperture quadrupoles is such that the eight iron shims can be inserted easily without opening the magnet after the magnetic measurements are performed. The actual shim package will always be molded to the same thickness but a part of it will be made of magnetic steel (laminated and insulated) and the rest will be made of the non-magnetic material brass. The maximum space available for the magnetic tuning shim is -6.6 mm. The nominal design has 3.3 mm of magnetic and 3.3 mm of non-magnetic material. All changes in shim size will be made relative to the nominal 3.3 mm of magnetic material. In table 2, we have listed the maximum amount of correction possible in each harmonic with $1 mm and/or -1 mm relative change in shim. The locations which produce a maximum positive value for each harmonic for this relative change is also shown. Some of the harmonics listed in table 2 are coupled to each other, e.g. b i and b; (in general, harmonics 2n+l and 2n+5 with n=0,1,2, ...). This means that if b$ is changed, b; will also change according to the b,/b; ratio given in table 2. Therefore, the eight shims can not be used to make any arbitrary eight harmonics zero. But the correction in the "skew and normal" harmonics and in the "odd and even" harmonics are orthogonal to each other. Therefore, one can still make the desired eight harmonics ( U ; , a;, a i , U ; and b;, b$, b;, b; ) independently zero. Since adequate space for shimming is available, the correction will only be limited by the acceptance in the higher order harmonics generated in the process.
A computer program SHIMCAL has been written to compute the values of eight shims to minimize an error function consisting of measured and desired values of field harmonics. The harmonics will be corrected for the top energy operation; at injection there will be about 10% over-correction to account for the loss due to iron saturation. In mass production, the correction will be based on warm measurements. However, a warm to cold (5 kA) correlation will be developed in the beginning. 
V. MEASUREMENTS, ANALYSIS AND UPGRADES
The quench performance of the two pre-production quadrupoles QRIOOl and QRI002 is shown in Fig 2. The first quench occurs a t 28% above the maximum operating current. Though not critical to the machine operation, the quench performance is expected to improve significantly Quench performance of the pre-production in QRI002 rebuild and in production magnets when the pole lead, just coming out of the straight section, is solder filled and thus better supported.
The azimuthal stress on the coil has been measured at all eight pole locations. The average stress was 10.5 kpsi (72.3 MPa) at room temperature. A significantly higher (3 kpsi) stress has been observed in the four strain gauges located nearest to the horizontal plane. After the cool down the average stress was 3.3, 2.1 and 1.5 kpsi at a current of 0, 5 and 6.6 kA; the asymmetry in stress data persisted. The ends were pre-loaded by a varying amount in two magnets and in a rebuild of QRIOO2; no unusual behavior was noted.
In table 3, we have given the average values of measured harmonics in QRIOOl and QRIOO2. The harmonics in the two magnets were quite close to each other. The body (straight section), lead end and return end harmonics are derived from the measurements at several locations with a 0.229 meter long measuring coil. For computing integral harmonics (in units), the end harmonics must be divided by the magnetic length of Q l , Q2 and Q3 before adding to tee body harmonics in table 3. The presence of a large,bg in )he body will be discussed later. The non-zero b5 and b, in the body are due to a change in the insulated cable thickness after the design. The cross section has been iterated to reduce ,these h,armonics for the production magnets. The large a5 and b, in the lead end are caused by eight ~0 . 2 meter long leads connecting the four coils. A new lead design is expected to reduce most of these harmonics by a factor of three. A current dependence due to iron saturation has been observed in the allowed quadrupole harmonics. The difference between 2 kA and 5 kA is -0.47% in transfer function ( G / I ) , 0.3 unit in bb and 0.2 unit in bi. A small value in b l , saturation means that the two radii method for reducing iron saturation in quadrupoles has worked well. The actual position of the wires in the assembled magnet was measured by a coordinate measuring machine from a cross sectional slice cut from the magnet QRI001. The analysis shows that the centers of the upper and lower coil halves were away from the horizontal axis by -0.25 mm. The coils were bent inward by about the same amount in the horizontal plane. Analysis of the yoke inner surface shows a similar behavior. The bending is thought to be the result of applying compression on the coils through the yoke loading flat. The quadrupole symmetry is broken by this deformation, and a positive b j is created. A similar b$ has been observed in the 80 mm aperture RHIC arc quadrupoles based on a similar design. This b$ was successfully reduced to a small value in those quadrupoles by using an asymmetric midplane gap between the horizontal and vertical plane. However, in these quadrupoles, we can also use the magnetic tuning shims. A final choice, or a combination of the,two, would depend on which scheme produces a smaller b7.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The field quality in superconducting magnets can be significantly improved by using the techniques described in this paper. The magnetic tuning shims can be used to correct a number of harmonics after the field measurements without opening the magnet. The midplane gap and pole shims can be used to control the field harmonics in addition to accommodating the variations in coil sizes. These techniques are specially suited for the interaction region quadrupoles where a few magnets basically determine the ultimate luminosity performance of the machine.
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